Johnathan Evergreen
(123) 456–7890 | careerservices@asu.edu
Summary
Enthusiastic sustainability major with research experience, seeking a summer internship with the Environmental
and Energy Study Institute, utilizing research and teamwork skills.
Education
Bachelor of Science in Sustainability
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona

May 20XX
GPA: 3.85

Professional Experience
Research Intern, AgriBio Inc., Seattle, Washington




Coordinated with senior researchers to record potential energies exerted from algae batches
Presented findings to senior researchers and advised on research directions
Checked to ensure measuring equipment was working to spec so that findings would not be misleading

Cashier, Target, Phoenix, Arizona




August 20XX - December 20XX

September 20XX – July 20XX

Assisted up to 20 customers per hour with any questions or concerns to ensure optimal customer
satisfaction
Facilitated check-out lanes with quick and accurate transactions to alleviate long lines
Enacted opening and closing procedures, following specific guidelines, to ensure store security

Extracurricular Experience
August 20XX – Present
President, ASU Green Club, Tempe, Arizona
 Lead chapter meetings by following the club’s predetermined meeting agenda and specify goals for the
club to reach at the end of each meeting
 Promote awareness of the environment during both club events and interactions with students
 Coordinate with ASU staff and mentors on executing planned events to secure maximum outreach and
impact on the ASU community
 Adapt to a variety of last-minute changes to properly meet event requirements
Volunteer Gardener, Poly Gardens, Mesa, Arizona
December 20XX - Present
 Serve as one of the primary volunteers that maintain the community gardens at the Polytechnic campus
year-round to ensure that seasonal plants are growing at their optimal rate
 Record output of every fruit and vegetable patch and make recommendations to staff gardeners on how
to improve the garden’s yields
 Promote volunteer opportunities with the garden to fellow classmates to secure a steady stream of
volunteers every semester
Skills
Microsoft Office 20XX (Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook)
ABC Point-of-Sale System Software

Intermediate fluency in Spanish
MATLAB 20XX

